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a b s t r a c t

Academic inventors are university scientists who appear as designated inventors of patents owned either
by business companies, academic institutions or individuals. We analyse their relationships with co-
inventors, who may be either academic colleagues, students, or, very often, industrial researchers. Gould
and Fernandez’s (1989) taxonomy of ‘brokerage’ roles is adjusted to patent data, and complemented with
information drawn from both academic inventors’ publications and replies to a short questionnaire. Only
very few academic inventors are found to hold brokerage positions. Such inventors have a large number
of patents, a strong publication record and a higher-than-average share of patents held by companies,
rather than universities. Relationships of academic inventors with co-inventors from industry are weaker
and less likely to be maintained than those with co-inventors from academia. Academic inventors in
gatekeeping positions (between university and industry) maintain the strongest ties with all types of
co-inventors.

© 2010 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction21

Recent research on university–industry technology transfer has22

given a great deal of attention to the theme of university patent-23

ing. In the past few years, European economists and other social24

scientists have identified a large number of so-called ‘academic25

inventors’, namely academic scientists who appear as designated26

inventors of patents whose assignee is not necessarily a university27

or a public research organization, but can also be the scientist him-28

self or, most often, a business company (see surveys by Geuna and29

Nesta, 2006; Verspagen, 2006; Foray and Lissoni, forthcoming).30

� This paper originates from a report produced for the KEINS project (Knowledge-
based Entrepreneurship: Innovation, Networks and Systems), sponsored by the
European Commission (contract no. CT2-CT-2004-506022). Revision work and addi-
tional data collection were made possible by a PRIN2006 grant from the Italian
Ministry of University and Research (protocol no. 2006135319). The original data
on patents and inventors came from earlier work, done jointly with Margherita Bal-
coni and Stefano Breschi. The questionnaire submitted to academic inventors and
the collection of publication data were made possible by the additional contribu-
tion of the University of Insubria (Varese); Fabio Montobbio very kindly allowed
me to use these data also for this paper. Christian ‘Troubleshooter’ Catalini (CESPRI-
Bocconi), Antonio Della Malva, and Gianluca Tarasconi helped me to merge and
update such a diverse array of data. The referees’ comments proved very helpful.
The academic inventors mentioned in Appendix B kindly checked the accuracy ofQ1
their biographical notes. I am responsible for any misuse of the help received.

∗ Correspondence address: DIMI-Università di Brescia, Faculty of Engineering,Q2
Italy.

E-mail address: lissoni@ing.unibs.it.

Most patents signed by academic inventors are co-authored 31

by other inventors, who can either be their colleagues or stu- 32

dents, or else researchers employed by the company that owns 33

the patent. The relationship between academic inventors and such 34

co-inventors is of great interest, in that it may help us to under- 35

stand what role the former play in transferring knowledge and 36

other resources to and from industry, or in putting students in con- 37

tact with prospective employers (and possibly keeping in touch 38

with them throughout their careers). In order to investigate this 39

issue, we need to answer a number of empirical questions: How 40

many co-inventors of academic patents are industrial researchers 41

and students vis-à-vis academic colleagues? Are academic inven- 42

tors instrumental in linking (otherwise unrelated) colleagues and 43

students with researchers from industry, or in bringing together 44

(otherwise unrelated) industrial researchers from different teams 45

or companies? Do academic inventors entertain stable collab- 46

orations with their co-inventors, or is the interaction limited 47

to short-lived projects (those that have produced the observed 48

patents)? Do the answers to all these questions change with the 49

type of co-inventors (academic scientists, industrial researchers, or 50

students) and/or with the personal characteristics of the academic 51

inventors (age, academic rank, discipline or scientific status)? 52

Answers to these questions may also provide some clues to 53

the nature of the exchanges between inventors (academic and 54

non-academic). Co-invention necessarily implies some amount of 55

information sharing, but this may vary a lot. At one end, informa- 56

tion sharing may be limited to the practicalities of the underlying 57

research project (as when a rigid division of labour occurs, with lim- 58
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ited diffusion of scientific or technical knowledge). At the opposite59

end, it may stretch to knowledge diffusion, as when the invention60

results from a joint research effort and deep intellectual exchange.61

In addition, other resources may be exchanged by co-inventors,62

either substantial (access to research funds or instruments, such63

as data or equipment) or symbolic (such as mutual recognition of64

the contribution given to the research, from which visibility and65

prestige may follow).66

In this paper, we build upon the relational analysis of Italian67

academic inventors presented in Balconi et al. (2004), by inte-68

grating a subset of the original data with the results of a short69

questionnaire, and with data on the scientists’ publication records70

and CVs. Our objective is to answer all the questions listed above,71

and to do so by relying on sociometric measures comparable to72

those used elsewhere in the literature. In order to do so, we adapt73

Gould and Fernandez’s (1989) definitions of brokerage roles to74

our co-inventorship data. This allows us to measure the extent to75

which academic inventors stand in between otherwise unrelated76

co-inventors from university and/or industry. We find that only a77

minority of academic inventors play important brokerage roles, and78

that scientific productivity, intensity of patenting activity, and the79

type of patent assignees (companies vs. universities or individuals)80

are all correlated to such roles. We also find that only a minor-81

ity of academic inventors entertain further research collaboration82

links with former co-inventors, who mostly come from the univer-83

sity ranks. Finally, we find that academic inventors who occupy a84

‘gatekeeper’ position, in between university and industry, main-85

tain stronger ties with co-inventors from both realms, whether for86

research collaboration or mere information exchanges.87

In Section 2 we provide summaries of the distinct, though88

related literature on academic inventors and networks of inventors,89

technological gatekeepers and brokers, and brokerage measure-90

ment in social network analysis. In Section 3 we describe our data91

and methodology. In Section 4 we present our quantitative results,92

on which we also comment in the light of illustrative biographical93

information we collected on the academic inventors who stand out94

most prominently as brokers. Section 5 concludes.95

2. Background literature and conceptual issues96

2.1. Academics in networks of inventors97

Research on university patenting in Europe has been very98

intense over the past decade. Apart from the studies by Geuna andQ399

Nesta (2006) and Verspagen (2006), more recent research has been100

published on Germany (Czarnitzki et al., 2007), Norway (Iversen101

et al., 2007) and Italy, France and Sweden (Lissoni et al., 2008).102

All this evidence suggests that European universities, despite not103

having such large patent portfolios as their US counterparts, do104

contribute remarkably to their countries’ patenting record via their105

scientists’ inventive efforts (Lissoni et al., 2008). Most patents cov-106

ering inventions by European academic scientists, however, do not107

belong to universities, but to business companies. Some of them108

derive from contract research or consulting, while others are the109

result of research partnerships between companies and universi-110

ties, with the latter often leaving the IPRs over the research results111

to the former. The institutional specificities of European academic112

systems are such that many universities have either little interest113

or little ability to bargain with both their own staff and companies,114

in order to reclaim or to share the IPRs over academic inventions,115

in comparison to the US public and (especially) private academic116

institutions.1117

1 US universities have been entitled to IPRs over federally funded research since
1980, with the introduction of the Bayh–Dole Act, which has been imitated only

Several recent enquiries have focused on the technologi- 118

cal characteristics, ownership patterns, and the value of what 119

have now become known as ‘academic patents’, that is, patents 120

whose inventors include at least one academic scientist, irre- 121

spective of the assignee.2 Other lines of enquiry focus not so 122

much on the patents, but on their inventors. Inventors can be 123

interviewed, their CVs or publications can be retrieved, and analy- 124

ses can be performed on the determinants of their productivity, 125

and on their mobility in space or across organizations. Recent 126

investigations, in particular, have found that academic inven- 127

tors are very productive scientists, whose productivity further 128

increases after patenting (see survey by Franzoni and Lissoni, Q4 129

forthcoming). 130

Finally, patent data, when reclassified by the inventor, can be 131

seen as a key source of relational data, which may cast light on 132

the nature of the exchanges among co-inventors and, by implica- 133

tion, between researchers from university and industry. Patents 134

authored by two or more co-inventors, in fact, are instances of 135

collaboration: co-inventors of one or more patents can be safely 136

presumed to know each other and to have exchanged some infor- 137

mation (at the very least, the information necessary to keep the 138

research going; we will say more on this later3). Based on this 139

assumption, one can build networks of inventors where the lat- 140

ter are represented by nodes, and patents are ties between them. 141

Balconi et al. (2004) build a network of Italian inventors from 142

data on patent applications registered at the European Patent 143

Office between 1978 and 1999, and find that academic inven- 144

tors tend to occupy more central (in-between) positions in the 145

network.4 Lissoni and Sanditov (2007) find that the same results 146

hold for France and Sweden. Note that neither study finds that 147

all academic inventors stand in central positions (high degrees of 148

in-betweenness always being a property of few nodes), but that, 149

on average, academic inventors have higher centrality scores than 150

other inventors. However, for both inventors and non-inventors, 151

average values are strongly dependent on a few individuals with 152

recently by some European countries. In addition, some of the latter for a long time
held (or still hold now) the so-called ‘professor’s privilege’, by which all inven-
tions produced by university professors do not belong to their employers (as is
the norm with business companies and their R&D staff), but to the professors them-
selves, who dispose of them freely. Even in countries where this ‘privilege’ has never
existed, university professors are civil servants under direct control of the State,
whose disclosure duties towards their universities are rather unclear. More on this
can be found in Lissoni et al. (2008). Differences exist between European universi-
ties, however: yet-to-be published data from ongoing research projects suggest that
Dutch and British universities enjoy more autonomy than other European academic
institutions and retain a higher share of patents over their scientists’ inventions.

2 Crespi et al. (2006) found that inventors’ own estimates of the economic value
of their patents are not affected by the ownership of the patent, that is, they find no
evidence that, by retaining the property of their scientists’ inventions, universities
would do a better job than companies in turning patents into valuable assets.

3 Readers who are familiar with co-authorship data know that, when it comes
to publications from big-science disciplines, the assumption of mutual knowledge
between authors may be untenable. Such readers may be tempted to extend their
doubts to co-inventorship in patents. However, co-inventorship figures are no match
for co-authorship ones. If we look at the data used for this paper, the maximum
number of inventors per patent is 21, which is reached by one patent only; but if
we look at the papers published by the academic inventors in the dataset, there
are 23 among them with over 21 authors, two of which have 337 and 517 authors
respectively. Publications with very large numbers of authors result from the collab-
oration of several research teams, each one of them related to the others via the more
senior members only (which is to say that most co-authors may not have even met).
Moreover, these publications are just summaries of large research programmes, the
results of which are then detailed in several publications with fewer authors (those
responsible for the specific results). Patents, on the contrary, cannot be summaries
of anything, but must describe specific inventions to which all inventors have to be
somehow related (albeit not necessarily to the same extent, and not always without
disputes). Further comparisons between co-inventorship and co-authorship data
can be found in Lissoni and Montobbio (2008).

4 We will come back to technicalities, such as the meaning of in-between central-
ity (in-betweenness), and related references in Section 2.2.
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high values, as typical of all networks based upon bibliographic153

data. Breschi and Catalini (forthcoming) investigate jointly the154

networks of inventors and the networks of authors of patent-155

cited scientific literature: they find that individuals who are both156

authors and inventors (among whom they find a large share of157

academics) play an important role in both networks, where impor-158

tance is once again measured by centrality scores. Breschi and159

Lissoni (2005, 2009) find that close ties between inventors (of160

which co-inventionship is the best example) are good predictors of161

citation links between patents. This suggests that, to some extent,162

co-invention ties allow for some degree of knowledge diffusion.163

Network analyses based purely on archival data such as patents,164

however, cannot explore in much greater depth the nature of the165

relationship and of the resources exchanged between inventors, for166

at least three reasons.167

First, the identity of co-inventors of academic patents is not168

always clear; they may either be industrial researchers (most169

typically, members of the patent assignee’s R&D staff), graduate170

students or academic colleagues, some of whom may have possibly171

retired or left the university.5 Information on such identity is neces-172

sary to understand whether the central position of academics in the173

network of inventors, as found in the literature, is due to the trans-174

position into the technological realm of the relational structure of175

academic science, or to some academic inventors’ ability to span176

boundaries between academic and industrial research.6 In the first177

case, we would observe that academic inventors who occupy cen-178

tral positions do so because they stand in between other academics.179

In the second case, we would observe academic inventors standing180

also in between industrial researchers and students. An academic181

scientist’s position in-between co-inventors from the same pro-182

fessional group (other academics) or from different ones (students183

or industrial researchers) may be captured by various notions of184

brokerage, upon which we expand below.185

Second, patent data do not provide information on the exact186

nature of the exchanges occurring between co-inventors during187

the inventive process (or at the research stage that often precedes188

it). Co-invention necessarily implies some amount of information189

sharing, but this may vary a lot and it may also be supplemented190

or traded for other types of resources such as financial or cogni-191

tive ones (data, instruments, or key research questions). Moreover,192

recognition of an individual as a co-inventor is by itself a symbolic193

resource which can be traded between members of a research team.194

Financial or cognitive resources may be exchanged between two195

academics, but also between an academic and a company, whose196

researchers will possibly join the research team and appear as197

co-inventors.7 As for symbolic resources, Lissoni and Montobbio198

5 Archival data offer only incomplete information, as they list the inventor’s
address (most often the home address) but no information on the nature of the
relationship with the assignee (which may be of employment, as with most indus-
trial researchers, or consultancy/collaboration, as with most academic scientists and
students). Subsidiary information on the inventors’ affiliation derived from scien-
tific publications may be of help, but only for those inventors who publish and in
any case, it does not allow a distinction to be made between university employees
and students.

6 The aggregation of scientists around a few selected individuals, such as the pio-
neers of a research field or discipline, is a common finding of a well-established line
of literature, which applies social network analysis to both archival data (from pub-
lications) and sociometric questionnaires. Note that such centralization, however, is
not as extreme as that resulting in star graphs, and does not impede different aggre-
gations of scientists from being connected one to another via some of their members
(most often, the central ones). Classic references are Crane (1969) and Mullins et al.
(1977). For a recent survey, see Zuccala (2006). For a discussion framed within the
novel literature on small worlds, see Newman (2001).

7 On the exchanges of resources (both material and cognitive) between scientists
and industry, the classic reference is Rosenberg (1982). Some recent econometric
evidence suggests that academic inventors, besides being highly productive scien-
tists, further increase their productivity after engaging in patenting, a result which is

(2008) find (indirect) evidence that members of research teams 199

who are responsible for both publications and academic patents 200

negotiate over which members are worthy of recognition as 201

authors or inventors or both; and that such decisions depend 202

both upon evaluating the team members’ scientific contribution 203

to the research and on the team members’ seniority and scholarly 204

prestige. This suggests that recognition of co-inventorship may be 205

obtained in exchange for a researcher’s contribution as measured 206

not only by the knowledge he/she has contributed or produced, 207

but also by the organizational effort or the overall prestige and 208

visibility he/she may have provided. This brings us back to the 209

identity of co-inventors, relative to that of the co-inventors: indus- 210

trial researchers may be signed in as co-inventors not so much for 211

their knowledge contribution, but in exchange for the resources 212

their companies may provide; students may be included in patents 213

only when their knowledge contribution has been so extensive 214

that excluding them would seem like an abuse. The relationships 215

between co-inventors also matter in this respect and again we will 216

return to this in the section below. 217

Third, the duration of social ties established during the co- 218

invention experience may reveal the nature of the exchanges that 219

occurred during that experience and, more importantly, of the 220

exchanges that will or will not follow. Presumably, co-inventing 221

experiences which imply a deep intellectual exchange (such as true 222

scientific partnerships) will result in more durable ties, with fur- 223

ther instances of collaboration; less so for convenient arrangements 224

for the exchange of heterogeneous resources (symbolic or mate- 225

rial). Note that participants in the same co-invention experience 226

may entertain different relationships, according to their identity, 227

which will result in different durability and intensity of their future 228

exchanges. Durability and intensity may also depend upon the 229

number of ties an academic inventor may have to manage, that 230

is, how rich his/her personal network is. Once again, this brings 231

us back to the notion of brokerage, and the associated notion of 232

gatekeeper, to which we now turn. 233

2.2. Brokerage, gatekeeping, and innovation 234

Terms such as ‘brokers’ and ‘gatekeepers’ have long been used 235

in sociology and organization theory, either with reference to the 236

innovation process or to more general economic and/or political 237

transactions. Within the field of organizational studies of innova- 238

tion, Allen and Cohen (1969) introduced the notion of technological 239

gatekeepers in order to describe individuals within R&D units who 240

contribute highly both to the internal circulation of information 241

and to the provision of access to external information sources. 242

Subsequent research has found that such gatekeepers are highly 243

competent individuals, who tend to exchange information more 244

frequently among themselves than with less competent or more 245

peripheral members of the same organization (Allen et al., 1979; 246

Tushman and Katz, 1980; Tushman and Scanlan, 1981; Brown and 247

Utterback, 1985). These studies describe the gatekeeper’s role as 248

necessary whenever organizations or units within organizations 249

tend to develop an idiosyncratic language and knowledge base, 250

which makes internal communication effective at the cost of lim- 251

iting most organization members’ understanding and appreciation 252

of external resources, especially under conditions of technological 253

uncertainty. These conditions are more likely to occur in devel- 254

opment units rather than more research-oriented ones, possibly 255

because scientists (who populate the latter) make use of more uni- 256

versal notions and languages than technologists (who populate the 257

widely interpreted as deriving from access to further resources obtained in exchange
for the IPRs over the invention (Azoulay et al., 2006; Breschi et al., 2007).

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2010.04.005
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former).8 More generally, the concepts of technological gatekeep-258

ing and brokerage have provided insights in a number of loosely259

related fields such as diffusion and technology transfer, innova-260

tion policy and management, and innovation systems. This success,261

however, has contributed to making the use of the associated termi-262

nology both general and somewhat loose, gatekeeping or brokerage263

functions often being associated with all sorts of individuals and264

organizations in intermediary positions (Howells, 2006).265

On the contrary, social network analysis has contributed to266

diffusion of the notions of ‘broker’ and ‘gatekeeper’ outside the267

boundaries of innovation studies by associating them with the268

operational concept of in-betweenness centrality. In any network269

(either social or physical, direct or indirect), a node j is said to stand270

in between two other nodes i and z if the shortest path between271

i and z passes through j. Measures of in-betweenness for node272

j are therefore based upon counts of how many shortest paths273

between any pair of nodes in the network pass through j (Freeman,274

1979). Building on this operational tool, the sociological literature275

has searched for ‘brokers’ and ‘gatekeepers’ in a number of pro-276

cesses, which take place among individuals and/or organizations.277

Particular attention has been devoted to the economic or politi-278

cal rents that ‘brokers’ and ‘gatekeepers’ can enjoy thanks to their279

position. To the extent that social ties are seen as carriers of infor-280

mation or other resources, an in-between agent can take advantage281

of his/her position as controller of information and resource flows282

in many ways, which have been the subject of much investiga-283

tion (for an extensive survey and discussion, see ICC, 2008; for a284

theoretical treatment of the related causality problems, see Ryall285

and Sorenson, 2007). In-between agents are even more relevant286

when the network they belong to is fragmented across differ-287

ent affiliation groups, as happens with citizens in the same town288

who belong to different religious or ethnic groups or (in our case)289

researchers in a given technological field who belong to different290

types of organizations (university staff or students, or industry). In291

this case, central agents may find themselves in between not only292

two other agents, but two entirely different groups of people, whose293

chances of communicating or trading resources in the absence of294

the in-between nodes are very few. Building upon this, Gould and295

Fernandez (1989) proposed a set of measures which develop fur-296

ther the general notion of ‘in-betweenness’ (as described above), by297

differentiating it according to the affiliation of the nodes involved298

in the considered path. In particular, Gould and Fernandez apply299

the in-betweenness measure to j’s (direct) ego-network, and count300

separately the shortest paths between any two nodes i and z passing301

through j, according to the affiliations of the three nodes involved302

in the path. In this way they obtain five different in-betweenness303

scores for as many positions as j can take9:304

8 More recent studies have explored other figures of knowledge intermediaries,
such as ‘technological brokers’ within invention-by-design processes (Hargadon and
Sutton, 1997) and ‘knowledge transformers’ (Harada, 2003).

9 Node j’s ego-network is a subset of the overall network that comprises only the
nodes in direct contact with j (to which we can also refer as ‘ego’), plus the ties
among such nodes and the ties between them and ego. Ego will result in being in-
between any two nodes to the extent that such nodes are not connected to each
other by any direct tie, that is, they reach one another only through ego (or through
other nodes, but with paths no longer than the one crossing ego). One might worry
about the loss of information due to choice of considering only ego-networks, but
such a loss is not great and there are some advantages. By only considering ego-
networks, we disregard all paths between nodes in each ego-network that either
do not consist of direct ties or pass through ego. This amounts to ignoring whether
any node outside the ego-network stands in the same position as ego between the
nodes in the ego-network, but this does not alter our calculations of ego’s centrality.
Exclusive focus on the ego-network also forces us to disregard all paths running
through ego which connect nodes outside the ego-network, which means that we
choose to concentrate only on short-distance paths crossing ego (more precisely,
we concentrate exclusively on two-step paths; this would have consequences if we
wished to find a correlation between an agent’s position and the rent he/she may

• Node j is said to act as a ‘broker’ between any two nodes i and z 305

whenever such nodes belong to the same affiliation group, and 306

this group is different from that of j; 307

• Node j acts as a ‘gatekeeper’ when a path leads from i to z, and j 308

and z belong to the same group, which is different from that of i 309

(j is said to act as a ‘representative’ of z whenever the path runs 310

the opposite way); 311

• Node j acts as a ‘coordinator’ when all three nodes i, j and z belong 312

to the same group, and as a ‘liaison’ when each of them belongs 313

to a different group.10
314

A number of papers have been published, which make use 315

of Gould and Fernandez’s methodology and find that actors in 316

brokerage positions may enjoy strategic advantages in a num- 317

ber of activities, ranging from the political to the entrepreneurial 318

(Fernandez and Gould, 1994; Taube, 2004). Data constraints do 319

not allow us to extend our analysis in this direction: we do 320

not have any data on academic inventors’ careers after the 321

patenting experience, or on their income or extra-academic 322

activities. However, we can settle for a more descriptive, but 323

quite informative exercise that will help us to identify the 324

characteristics of academic inventors who act as brokers, gate- 325

keepers, coordinators, or liaison, and to understand the nature 326

and duration of the exchanges between them and their co- 327

inventors. 328

3. Data and methodology 329

Data used in this paper come from the integration of three 330

different sources: a database on Italian academic inventors, from 331

Balconi et al. (2004); information gathered from a survey ques- 332

tionnaire submitted to a sample of these academic inventors; and 333

data on the publication records of these same inventors, obtained 334

through the ISI-Web of Science database. Some complementary 335

biographical information on selected academic inventors has also 336

been retrieved from e-mail exchanges with them and from web 337

resources. 338

derive from it, as explained by Ryall and Sorenson, 2007; but this is not the case
in this paper). However this does not amount to a great loss of information, since
no node can occupy a highly central position in the overall network without also
being central to its ego-network; and there is reason to believe that, when it comes
to diffusing information or granting access to resources, it is short-distance paths
that matter most (on the irrelevance of long-distance ties for diffusion, see Breschi
and Lissoni, 2005, 2009; on the close correspondence between centrality measures
based upon ego-networks and complete networks, see Marsden, 2002). Concentrat-
ing on ego-networks has the advantage of greatly simplifying the task of classifying
the various in-betweenness positions, since the shortest paths considered for mea-
surement never touch more than three nodes. To understand this point, consider
the case of a node j standing between two nodes i and z separated by three steps.
This would imply dealing with a path touching upon four nodes (i, j, z and another
node, say w, standing either in between i and j or in between j and z): how would
one classify j’s position with respect to this path if its affiliation coincided with that
of i and z, but not with that of w?

10 Gould and Fernandez also propose a standardized version of these measures,
by which the number of each type of brokerage position taken by node j is divided
by the expected number of positions the same node would take if its ego-network
were a random one. Such standardized measures can be used to compare nodes
with ego-networks of different size and group composition. However, this is not
the type of exercise we conduct in this paper, so we will rely upon the absolute
measures. Another important difference between Gould and Fernandez’s original
paper and our application is that the former dealt with a directed graph (derived
from a sociometric survey on information exchanges), while we deal with archival
data, from which only undirected graphs can be obtained (see more on this in Section
3). Gould and Fernandez’s measures are now available on most software packages
for social network analysis, such as Ucinet and Peek (both used for this paper), and
their handbooks provide further clarification on the related algorithms.
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Table 1
Italian university professors in 2000, selected fields.

Field Professors,
active in 2000

of which: academic
inventors, no. and
(%)

Chemical Eng. & Materials Tech. 355 66 (18.5)
Pharmacology and Pharma. Sciences 613 84 (13.7)
Biology 1359 78 (5.7)
Electronics & Telecom 630 73 (11.6)
Total 2957 301 (10.2)

Source: Breschi et al. (2007).

3.1. Data339

The database on Italian academic inventors originates from the340

EP-INV database produced by CESPRI-Università Bocconi, which341

contains all EPO applications published since 1978, reclassified by342

applicant and inventor; and from a list of university professors of343

all ranks (from assistant to full professors; we will refer to this as344

PROFLIST). PROFLIST originates from a complete list of Italian pro-345

fessors and researchers who, in 2000 and 2004, held a post in a346

scientific or technical discipline in an Italian university (including347

medical and engineering schools). Such a list was provided by the348

Italian Ministry of Education and contains information on individ-349

ual characteristics of the scientists (age, affiliation, academic rank,350

discipline). Academic inventors have been identified by match-351

ing the names and surnames of inventors in the EP-INV database352

with those in the PROFLISTs, and then checking the identity of353

the matches through e-mail and telephone, in order to exclude354

homonyms.11
355

In this paper we focus on a subset of the database, which356

includes professors (full, associate, and assistant) from the four357

disciplines with the highest share of academic inventors over the358

total number of professors in Italy, namely Chemical Engineer-359

ing (including technology of materials, such as macromolecular360

compounds), Biology, Pharmacology, and Electronics and Telecom-361

munications. We also limit our analysis to professors who were362

already in post in 2000, with a total of 301 academic inventors,363

who account for around 10 per cent of Italian professors active in364

the selected disciplines in 2000 (Table 1).365

As shown in Table 2, most patents signed by the selected aca-366

demic inventors are owned by business companies, rather than367

‘open science’ institutions (such as universities and public research368

organizations); a minority of patents are assigned to individuals,369

most often the professors themselves, or a relative. The owner-370

ship patterns vary across the professorial disciplines, with Biology371

standing out as the one with the highest percentage of patents372

assigned to open science institutions and individuals.373

Publication data were collected from the 1975 to 2003 on-line374

version of ISI’s Science Citation Index for all 308 academic inventors375

in the selected fields. A more detailed description of these data can376

be found in Breschi et al. (2007).377

11 The database, first used by Balconi et al. (2004), has been recently updated
and merged with a similar database for other countries, under the name of KEINS
database; on this occasion, a technical paper has been produced to which the reader
may refer for clarification on the methodological details (Lissoni et al., 2006). It is
this version of the database we use here. The major limitation of the database is that
it includes only those professors and researchers who have passed a competitive
examination for a tenured position (from now on, we will refer to them simply as
‘professors’). Thus our data miss the large number of fixed-term appointees who, at
the time, had been working in one or more universities for one or more years, as
well as all the PhD students, post-doc fellows, and technicians. In the current Italian
system, assistant professor (called ‘researcher’) and associate professor positions,
despite being only the first two steps of an academic career, are not offered as fixed-
term appointments, but as tenured ones. The main differences with the position of
full professor are in salary and administrative power and responsibilities.

Finally, we contacted our academic inventors in order to ask 378

them questions related to the various aspects of the research behind 379

the observed patents. The questions most relevant for this paper 380

were those related to the identity of and the relationship with the 381

co-inventors. Academic inventors were asked whether: 382

1. they actually knew the co-inventors listed together with them 383

on the patent document (all answers were positive); 384

2. these co-inventors were academic colleagues, industrial 385

researchers or students, at the time when the patent was 386

signed; 387

3. they were still in touch with their co-inventors, either for 388

research purposes or information exchanges (more on this in 389

Section 4.2). 390

We successfully interviewed 156 academic inventors (51 per 391

cent of the total), who provided information on 741 of their 771 co- 392

inventors (interviewees who had worked with many co-inventors 393

sometimes refused to provide information on all of them, since this 394

would have prolonged the interview too much). However, due to 395

the fact that several co-inventors signed patents both with aca- 396

demic inventors who agreed to be interviewed and with some who 397

did not, we have information also on the co-inventors of 29 of the 398

latter, for a total of 185 academic inventors. The first two columns 399

of Table A1 in the appendix compare the percentage distributions of 400

all academic inventors and respondents by scientific age, discipline, 401

number of patents, and scientific productivity. Differences are not 402

substantial, but academic inventors born after 1950, active in Elec- 403

tronics & Telecommunications, and with just one patent tend to be 404

over-represented in the respondents’ sample; the opposite holds 405

for academic inventors born before 1941, active in Pharmaceutical 406

research, and with two or more patents. Inventors with zero pub- 407

lications tend to be under-represented in the respondents’ sample, 408

which explains the slightly higher values for the mean and median 409

productivity of respondents vs. all academic inventors. The aver- 410

age number of co-inventors per patent is practically the same for 411

respondents and for the whole sample (4.94 and 4.69, respectively). 412

3.2. Methodology: brokerage positions from patent data 413

Once the group affiliation of the co-inventors has been estab- 414

lished, one can then calculate the number and type of brokerage 415

positions of academic inventors. However, there are three diffi- 416

culties in the way of a straightforward application of Gould and 417

Fernandez’s methodology. All derive from the fact that networks 418

of inventors are based upon archival data, rather than sociometric 419

questionnaires.12
420

First, a questionnaire aimed at gathering network information 421

can phrase questions in such a way that the resulting ties between 422

actors are direct (for example: “who do you rely upon for infor- 423

mation among your friends?”; information requests may go from 424

j to z, and not be reciprocated; the same applies to flows of other 425

types of resources). This is not the case with patents: when j and 426

z are found to be co-inventors of the same patent, there is no way 427

we can tell who was asking information or help from whom, and 428

whether he/she reciprocated. No directed graph can be built. 429

Second, when n inventors have worked on the same patent, 430

they immediately form a clique of size n. If n = 3 this is a trian- 431

gle whose vertices (nodes) are all connected to each other: no node 432

is in between the other two. This means that counting how many 433

times an academic inventor stands in between two co-inventors 434

12 See Burt (1983) for a more general treatment of the advantages and disadvan-
tages of using archival data, as opposed to questionnaire results, as input for social
network analysis.
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Table 2
Ownership of academic inventors’ patentsa by type of applicant and field; no. (%) of patents.

Business companies ‘Open Science’ institutionsb Individualsc Others (n.e.c.) All applicant types

Chemical Eng. & Materials Tech. 125 (78.1) 18 (11.3) 15 (9.4) 2 (1.3) 160 (100)
Pharmacology 192 (85.0) 24 (10.6) 10 (4.4) – 226 (100)
Biology 91 (54.5) 43 (25.7) 30 (18.0) 3 (1.8) 167 (100)
Electronics & Telecom 199 (81.9) 28 (11.5) 13 (5.3) 3 (1.2) 243 (100)
All fields 607 (76.3) 109 (14.2) 68 (8.5) 8 (1.0) 796 (100)

Source: EP-INV-DOC database.
a Patents owned by more than one applicant were counted more than once.
b Universities, public laboratories and government agencies; both Italian and foreign.
c Same applicant’s and inventors’ names.

Fig. 1. Brokerage positions: definitions.

Table 3
No. of academic inventors, by no. of patents signed.

No. of patents per inventor No. of inventors

1 111
2 22
3 15
4 9
5 11
6–10 9
11–20 6
21–30 2
All inventors 185

(as required by Gould and Fernandez’s method) makes sense only435

for academic inventors with at least two patents.436

Last, standardized brokerage measures, based upon the ratio437

between the observed instances of in-betweenness and the hypo-438

thetical instances for a random ego-network, do not make sense.439

In fact, academic inventors’ ego-networks can never be random,440

because they are the sum of several complete subgraphs, one for441

each patent signed by the academic inventor.442

The first problem can be confronted simply by adapting Gould443

and Fernandez’s methodology to our data, which implies giving444

up some of the nuances of the original definitions of brokerage445

positions. Fig. 1 reports the definitions we will use in this paper.446

Academic inventors find themselves in the position of brokers447

whenever they stand in between two industrial researchers (or,448

more rarely, students). They act as gatekeepers whenever they449

stand in between an industrial researcher (or a student) and an aca-450

demic researcher13; and as liaisons when they stand in between an451

industrial researcher and a student. Finally, they act as coordina-452

tors whenever they stand in between two members of their own453

affiliation group, that is, two academic researchers.454

As already said, the second methodological problem mentioned455

above forces us to restrict our analysis only to academic inventors456

with at least two patents. They are a minority in our sample – only457

74 out of 185 (see Table 3). As explained above, academic inven-458

tors in our respondents’ sample are slightly under-represented, due459

13 In the absence of direction, it is impossible to distinguish between gatekeepers
and representatives.

Fig. 2. Distribution of brokerage scores.

to the fact that several academic inventors with multiple patents 460

refused to answer or to complete the questionnaire (which for 461

them was much longer than for others, due to the longer list of 462

co-inventors about whom we asked information).14
463

As for the last problem, the only solution we have found so far 464

is to consider the absolute number of brokerage positions taken by 465

each academic inventor, and to control for the number of patents 466

signed by the inventor any time we use the latter’s brokerage score 467

as an independent variable in a regression. 468

Fig. 2 provides some summary statistics on the distribution of 469

brokerage scores for the 74 academic inventors considered. Most 470

academic inventors do not play any brokerage role at all, that 471

is, they are never in between any two co-inventors in their ego- 472

network; this is particularly true for ‘liaison’ scores, since students 473

are a rare presence in the set of co-inventors. 474

The age and seniority of academic inventors also contribute 475

greatly to explain their brokerage scores. From Table 4 we see that it 476

is only full professors who achieve the highest scores. However, age 477

and seniority are also correlated with the number of patents held by 478

each academic inventor, and possibly with other variables highly 479

correlated to the observed brokerage scores. Therefore, in the next 480

section, we move on towards a more systematic exploration of the 481

characteristics of academic inventors with high brokerage scores. 482

Note that, for the sake of brevity, we will use expressions such as 483

‘brokerage scores’ or ‘brokerage positions’ in order to refer to the 484

14 The last column of Table A1 in the appendix reports the percentage distribution
of questionnaire respondents with more than two patents by scientific age, disci-
pline, number of patents, and scientific productivity. With respect to all respondents
we note that academic inventors from Biology are under-represented, while those
in Electronics and Telecommunications are over-represented; younger inventors
are also under-represented in favour of older ones. As for scientific productivity,
the median and mean values are respectively higher and lower for all respondents
than for respondents with more than one patent; the latter include a lower share
of inventors with two to five publications per year, and a higher share of inven-
tors with either less than one or more than five publications per year. This change
of distribution explains the higher variance in the productivity of respondents with
more than one patent than in all other samples, and suggests that outliers may affect
considerably the estimation results of the econometric exercises of Section 4.
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Table 4
Brokerage scores and academic seniority.

Score Broker Gatekeeper Liaison Coordinator

Full Assoc. & Assistant Full Assoc. & Assistant Full Assoc. & Assistant Full Assoc. & Assistant

0 45.5 63.3 40.9 50.0 77.3 76.7 54.5 73.3
1–5 31.8 36.7 20.5 40.0 11.4 20.0 25.0 26.7
6–10 9.1 – 15.9 6.7 4.5 3.3 11.4 –
>10 13.6 – 22.7 3.3 6.8 – 9.1 –

complete set of broker, gatekeeper, coordinator, and liaison scores485

we can measure for any inventor.486

4. Results487

4.1. Determinants of brokerage positions488

In this section we examine how many of the 74 academic inven-489

tors in our database with more than one patent hold brokerage490

positions. On the basis of their biographical information and their491

publication record, we also produce a profile of those with the492

highest brokerage scores.493

In order to do so, we first run a regression of various measures of494

brokerage over a number of characteristics of the academic inven-495

tors, such as their observed scientific productivity, age, academic496

rank (full, associate or assistant professor), and disciplinary affili-497

ation. Productivity is measured as the average number of articles498

per year published in academic journals listed on the ISI-Web of499

Science database between an academic inventor’s 24th birthday (a500

conventional date for the start of his career) and 2003 (when the501

publication data were collected). Alternatively, a ‘late-productivity’502

measure is similarly produced, which spans only the last 10 years503

of the academic inventor’s career.504

When running the regression, we control for the number of505

patents signed by the academic inventors, which by construction,506

are positively correlated to the brokerage scores. However, we507

distinguish between patents owned by business companies, open508

science institutions, and individuals, as we expected only the for-509

mer to be signed by co-inventors from the ‘industrial researcher’510

affiliation group.511

By no means can the proposed regression be interpreted as512

an explanatory one, as no causation link can be assumed to run513

from the independent variables to the dependent ones. In order to514

‘explain’ the brokerage position reached by any academic inventor,515

one would need to observe the accumulation of social ties (with516

co-inventors) over time, and find a way to solve two problems517

of endogeneity in the regression. The main problem is that fixed518

effects may explain a lot: highly productive professors have a higher519

probability of producing not only papers, but also patentable inven-520

tions; and those who have many patents have a high probability of521

recording a high brokerage score.522

However, one can interpret our regression coefficients as a set of523

partial correlation indexes, which help produce a portrait of who524

acts as a broker (or gatekeeper, or coordinator) among academic525

inventors.526

We can first look at Table 5, which provides descriptive statis-527

tics for the variables used in the regressions. It confirms that the528

distribution of the dependent variables is highly skewed, with the529

median always at zero (one for the gatekeeper score) and the mean530

well above one; the ‘max’ column also indicates the presence of a531

few outliers for the broker and gatekeeper score.532

The distributions of independent variables concerning produc-533

tivity and the number of patents signed are also highly skewed,534

with some academic inventors producing no publications over the535

observed time span. The 74 academic inventors considered are pre-536

dominantly senior ones, with a mean age of 55; over half of them537

being full professors, and less than a fifth assistant professors. With 538

respect to the original distribution of academic inventors across 539

disciplines (see Table 2), biology is slightly under-represented, in 540

favour of Chemistry and Pharmaceuticals. 541

Table 6 reports the results of the regressions. Since the proposed 542

brokerage measures can be considered as count data (number of 543

instances of in-betweenness), and have a highly skewed distri- 544

bution, we made use of negative binomial regressions (we also 545

tested whether zero-inflated negative binomial regressions were 546

more appropriate, but the Vuong test returned negative results; 547

see Vuong, 1989). Note that the estimated coefficients cannot be 548

directly interpreted as the marginal influence of the independent 549

variable on the dependent one, as in OLS regression; instead, esti- 550

mated coefficients indicate the change in the log of the expected 551

counts for a unit change of the independent variable. Hence taking 552

the exponential of the parameter estimate yields the percentage 553

change in the expected count of brokerage scores. 554

Regressions have been run for all 74 academic inventors sus- 555

ceptible to brokerage measurement. We will comment first on the 556

estimated coefficient of control variables and then explain how 557

the number of patents (by type of ownership) affect the brokerage 558

score, leaving a discussion of the effect of scientific productivity till 559

last. 560

Age matters, but not much. It is not significant in regressions (3) 561

and (4), and barely significant in regression (5). Regressions (1) and 562

(2) indicate that being 1 year older increases an academic inventor’s 563

expected broker score by no more than 8 per cent. Rank dummies 564

are not significant, except in one case (regression 4). Dummies for 565

disciplines are either insignificant or significant at no more than 90 566

per cent. 567

Estimated coefficients for the number of patents, classified by 568

ownership type, depend directly on the technical constraints of 569

the proposed brokerage measures, but they are also quite informa- 570

tive about the nature of contacts established by academic inventors 571

through their patenting activity. 572

We first observe that individual patents are not associated with 573

high brokerage scores. On the contrary, having signed one’s own 574

patent diminishes the brokerage score by up to 55 per cent (regres- 575

sion (1)). This is because individual patents are very often signed by 576

one or very few academic inventors, most of them colleagues at the 577

same university, which explains why the negative effect is partic- 578

ularly severe for the broker measure (which requires the academic 579

inventor to stand in between two industrial researchers). 580

University-owned patents do not seem to be associated with 581

high broker scores, which again is a largely predictable result. 582

University-owned patents are most often signed by colleagues in 583

the same university, and occasionally by some students; at most, 584

they can originate some brokerage position in between students. 585

On the contrary, one extra university-owned patent increases the 586

expected coordinator score by 464 per cent. The effect on the gate- 587

keeper score is lower, because it is non-linear, that is, it depends on 588

the total number of university-owned patents signed by the aca- 589

demic inventors, with a negative second derivative; moving from 590

one patent to two, the score increases by 84 per cent; moving from 591

two patents to three, we have an eight per cent decrease (however, 592

academic professors with three university patents only, that is, with 593
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Table 5
Descriptive statistics.

Variables Obs. Mean Median Variance Min Max

Broker 74 4.81 0 210.2 0 109
Gatekeeper 74 7.30 1 386.5 0 131
Liaison 74 1.61 0 23.5 0 31
Coordinator 74 2.08 0 26.6 0 25
Age 74 55.5 56 78.4 38 74
Productivity 74 2.72 1.98 6.26 0 14.68
Late productivity 74 3.81 2.88 13.8 0 20.38
Business-owned patents (no.) 74 4.64 3 30.0 0 28
University-owned pat. (no.) 74 0.78 0 1.10 0 4
Individual-owned pat. (no.) 74 0.35 0 1.57 0 7
Chemistry 74 0.28 – – 0 1
Electronics & Telecom 74 0.24 – – 0 1
Pharma 74 0.31 – – 0 1
Biology 74 0.16 – – 0 1
Full Prof. 74 0.59 – – 0 1
Associate Prof. 74 0.26 – – 0 1
Assistant Prof. 74 0.15 – – 0 1

no additional business-owned patents, are very rare). However,594

the coefficients for university-owned patents in both regressions595

(3) and (4) are highly sensitive to the inclusion/exclusion of top596

gatekeepers and coordinators (we come back to this below).597

Business-owned patents affect all our brokerage measures in a598

non-linear way. Adding one more of these patents to the portfolio599

of an academic inventor with one patent only, increases the broker600

score by either 82 or 90 per cent (depending on the regression: (1)601

or (2)), the gatekeeper score by 68 per cent, the coordinator score by602

52 per cent, and the liaison score by 123 per cent. Even the academic603

inventor with the highest number of patents in our sample would604

see his brokerage score going up with one more patent: six per cent 605

to eight per cent for the broker score, 27 per cent for the gatekeeper 606

score, 15 per cent for the coordinator score, and 27 per cent for the 607

liaison score. 608

While the relationship between business-owned patents and 609

broker and liaison scores is pretty obvious (both these scores derive 610

from the academic inventor standing in between two co-inventors, 611

one of which needs to be an industrial researcher), it is less so for 612

the gatekeeper score, and even less for the coordinator score. 613

Academic inventors may be gatekeepers when standing in 614

between an academic colleague and either an industrial researcher 615

Table 6
Brokerage scores; negative binomial regressions over academic inventors’ characteristics (standard errors in parentheses).Q7

Broker
(1)

Broker
(2)

Gatekeeper
(3)

Coordinator
(4)

Liaison
(5)

Productivity 0.40*** 0.36*** 0.30** 0.23
(0.13) (0.13) (0.13) (0.26)

Late productivity 0.21**
(0.09)

Age 0.08** 0.07** −0.01 −0.04 0.14*
(0.03) (0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.08)

Business-owned patents (no.) 0.66*** 0.68*** 0.54*** 0.44*** 0.84***
(0.11) (0.11) (0.11) (0.12) (0.26)

Business-own pat.2 −0.02*** −0.02*** −0.01*** −0.01*** −.02***
(0.004) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.01)

University-owned pat. (no.) 0.002 0.10 1.66*** 1.73** 2.58*
(0.72) (0.73) (0.63) (0.68) (1.40)

University-owned pat.2 −0.02 −0.05 −0.35* −0.29 −0.63
(0.25) (0.25) (0.22) (0.22) (0.42)

Individual-owned pat. (no.) −0.59** −0.44* −0.41* −0.34 −0.32
(0.29) (0.27) (0.24) (0.24) (0.50)

Chemistry 0.31 0.13 0.10 0.31 0.68
(0.68) (0.66) (0.62) (0.70) (1.27)

Electronics & Telecom 0.95 0.63 −1.25* −1.42* 1.59
(0.77) (0.75) (0.71) (0.79) (1.44)

Pharma −0.32 −0.52 −0.90 −0.64 −2.74*
(0.65) (0.63) (0.61) (0.69) (1.67)

Associate Prof. 0.20 0.11 −0.32 −0.53 1.58
(0.73) (0.77) (0.62) (0.72) (1.43)

Assistant Prof. 0.62 0.40 0.03 −1.77* 1.38
(0.84) (0.89) (0.78) (1.08) (1.46)

Constant −7.43*** −6.65** −1.12 0.59 −13.74**
(2.49) (2.57) (2.14) (2.49) (5.92)

LR test of alpha = 0: LR test of alpha = 0: LR test of alpha = 0: LR test of alpha = 0: LR test of alpha = 0:
chi2(01) = 352.78*** chi2(01) = 363.14*** chi2(01) = 412.3*** chi2(01) = 103.3*** chi2(01) = 139.0***

No. of obs = 74 No. of obs = 74 No. of obs = 74 No. of obs = 74 No. of obs = 74
log L = −126.6 log L = −128.8 log L = −158.2 log L = −97.5 log L = −76.0
LR chi2(12) = 61.2 LR chi2(12) = 56.8 LR chi2(12) = 54.0 LR chi2(12) = 40.3 LR chi2(12) = 25.5
Prob > chi2 = 0.00 Prob > chi2 = 0.00 Prob > chi2 = 0.00 Prob > chi2 = 0.00 Prob > chi2 = 0.01
Pseudo R2 = 0.19 Pseudo R2 = 0.18 Pseudo R2 = 0.15 Pseudo R2 = 0.17 Pseudo R2 = 0.14
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or a student. While university-owned patents grant some chances616

for the academic inventors to stand in between a colleague and a617

student, business-owned patents also provide the chance for stand-618

ing in between a colleague and an industrial researcher; in addition,619

mixed teams (academic scientists and industrial researchers and/or620

students) are much more common with business-owned patents621

than with university-owned ones.622

The existence of a positive effect of business-owned patents623

on the coordinator score is explained again by the high fre-624

quency of business-owned patents counting at least two academic625

co-inventors. If academic inventor j has worked on two business-626

owned patents, one with academic colleague i and another with627

colleague z, he will end up acting as a coordinator between the two628

even in the absence of any university-owned patent in his portfolio.629

Fig. 3 may help in clarifying some of these technicalities, and also630

provides nice examples of top brokers, gatekeepers, and coordina-631

tors. It represents the ego-networks of selected academic inventors,632

who are represented by large black circles and labelled with a num-633

ber, which is the code they have been given in the database; small634

circles are co-inventors and they are coloured according to their635

affiliation group; grey lines around subgraphs, each labelled with636

a different letter, indicate that the inventors/nodes inside the line637

are team members, that is they worked on the same patent(s).638

Inventor 1622030 (centre-top of the figure) does not have an639

especially high score, but is representative of what we may call640

a ‘pure’ coordinator, that is an academic inventor who stands641

in between several of his colleagues, and has never worked642

with inventors from outside his affiliation group. He and the co-643

inventors circled by the ‘A’ line have worked on the same patent,644

as one can understand by noting every node is connected to all the645

others. This means that the coordinator score of inventor 1622030646

does not derive from his collaboration with the other inventors of647

patent ‘A’, since they are connected to each other independently of648

him. In fact, inventor 1622030’s coordinator score derives from his649

work on a different patent, which he has produced by working with650

the two inventors represented by the nodes on the right-hand side651

of his ego-network, outside the ‘A’ line. Inventor 1622030 acts as a652

coordinator between these two inventors, and those circled by A.653

Similarly, all of the brokerage scores of inventor 224212 (bot-654

tom left corner of the figure) derive from his work on several655

different patents, such as those invented with co-inventors/nodes656

circled by the B, C and D lines (for the sake of tidiness, C and D657

have not been extended to include inventor 224212, but the reader658

should be aware that he belongs to all teams). Note that patent659

B lists inventor 224212 as the only academic co-inventor, while C660

and D are more mixed (as much as the other patents, not repre-661

sented by any circle line, which must have seen the participation of662

the co-inventors/nodes on the bottom right-hand side of 224212’s663

ego-network). This heterogeneity explains why inventor 224212664

records very high scores on all measures. A similar explanation665

applies to inventor 135223 (bottom right corner of the figure), even666

if this inventor’s broker score is not particularly high, due to the667

limited number of industrial researchers in his ego-network.15
668

Finally, we note that inventor 1102820 (centre of the figure) has669

zero liaison score, because the ego-network does not include any670

student, and also zero coordinator score, because the only two aca-671

demic co-inventors in the ego-network are linked by a direct tie. A672

similar explanation applies to the relatively low liaison and coor-673

dinator scores of inventor 521985 (top left corner of the figure),674

whose ego-network includes only two students and three academic675

co-inventors, two of which are linked by a direct tie.676

15 The ego-networks of inventors 224212 and 135223 share a common co-
inventor/node, which explains the line linking them.

Going back to the regressions in Table 6, we note that from all of 677

them with the exception of number (5), academic inventors with 678

strong brokerage positions emerge as highly productive scientists, 679

both when their overall publication record is considered and when 680

the attention is restricted only to their recent years of activity.16
681

Regression (1), for example, tells us that one more paper per year 682

by the academic inventor increases his expected broker score by 683

49 per cent (from regression (2) we see that a similar increase in 684

late-productivity produces a 23 per cent increase). 685

These results cannot be explained by the positive association 686

between scientific productivity and number of patents (found by 687

the studies we reviewed in Section 2), since in all the regressions 688

we control by the latter. Rather, it is suggestive of the possibil- 689

ity that highly productive scientists have, ceteris paribus, a more 690

diverse set of collaborations, which includes actors from different 691

affiliation groups, several of whom are connected only through the 692

co-inventing activity performed along with the productive scien- 693

tists themselves. This is confirmed by looking at the biographies of 694

the top brokers and gatekeepers from our sample, which we report 695

in Appendix B. 696

It is important to remark that regressions in Table 6 are based 697

on a small sample, and one in which (by moving from all respon- 698

dents to our questionnaire to only those with more than one patent) 699

outliers may have a greater weight (see footnote 14 and Appendix 700

A). In order to check the robustness of the results we have re- 701

run the regressions of Table 6 by excluding outliers (defined as 702

observations with values of the dependent variable in the 95th per- 703

centile – they are always 4 observations). In regressions (1) and 704

(2) the coefficients for productivity and age are somehow weak- 705

ened, but still highly significant; coefficients for business-owned 706

patents and their quadratic term never change much; and two 707

dummies for disciplinary affiliation (Chemistry and Electronics) 708

turn out significant and positive (which makes some sense, since 709

these are the fields where more mixed university–industry teams 710

are found). In regressions (3) and (4) the estimated coefficients for 711

both university-owned patents and their quadratic term become 712

insignificant. In regression (4) also productivity becomes non- 713

significant. These findings confirm that the association between 714

scientific productivity and the academic inventors’ position in the 715

inventors’ network is stronger for brokers and gatekeepers, that is, 716

those figures that are in between different inventors from industry, 717

or in between the latter and other academic inventors. They also 718

suggest, not surprisingly, that in order to achieve such positions 719

academic inventors have to be found responsible for business- 720

owned patents, rather than university-owned ones. 721

4.2. Brokerage positions and the strength of ties 722

Brokerage scores calculated so far amount to structural proper- 723

ties of the network of inventors, and of nodes therein. They do not 724

tell us anything on the quantity and quality of information or other 725

resources which academic inventors may pass on or receive from 726

co-inventors. 727

In this section we report the results of three questions asked 728

to academic inventors about their relationship with co-inventors 729

after the patent was applied for. In the first question it was asked 730

whether the academic inventor and the co-inventor had worked 731

together on any research project after the patent (the question was 732

asked separately for each co-inventor). In the case of a negative 733

answer, a second question was asked about whether the inventor 734

foresaw any chance of future research cooperation with the co- 735

16 We report the results of the regression including ‘late-productivity’ instead of
‘productivity’ only for the case with the broker score as the dependent variable.
Results with different dependent variables are pretty much the same.
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Fig. 3. Top brokers, gatekeepers and coordinators.

Table 7a
After-patent research cooperation and contacts, by affiliation group of the co-
inventor (% of co-inventors).

Co-inventor’s affiliation Research
cooperationa

Contacts and info.
exchangesa

Academic 44% (149) 79% (141)
Industrial 25% (164) 46% (160)
Student 29% (24) 63% (24)

a No. of valid answers in parentheses.

inventor. In the case of a further negative answer it was asked736

whether the inventor and the co-inventor were at least still in737

touch, for occasional exchanges of information.17
738

Here we summarize answers to the first two questions in a739

‘cooperation’ variable, which takes value one in the case of a posi-740

tive answer to at least one of the two questions, and zero otherwise.741

Another variable, ‘contacts’, takes value one in the case of a positive742

answer to at least one of the three questions, and zero otherwise.743

Table 7a shows that instances of after-patent cooperation are744

much more frequent when the co-inventor is an academic, rather745

than an industrial researcher or a student: academic inventors have746

engaged or plan to engage in further joint research efforts with747

almost one out of two academic co-inventors, but only with one748

out of four industrial ones (and a bit less than one out of three749

students).18
750

As one might expect, academic inventors are still in touch with751

the vast majority (79 per cent) of their academic co-inventors.752

They are also in touch with the majority of their (former, at the753

17 More precisely, the three questions were: (i) “After filing the patent, have you
and the co-inventor collaborated on any other research project, either leading or
not leading to another patent?”; (ii) Do you plan to collaborate again with the co-
inventor on projects involving invention, innovation or research (excluding the mere
organization of conferences, seminars etc.)?; (iii) (If the answer to ii. was ‘no’) “Do
you still have any opportunity to meet the co-inventor and exchange technical,
scientific or professional opinions?”

18 The number of co-inventors for which valid answers were obtained is very low
compared to the number of co-inventors whose affiliation could be retrieved. This
is due to the questionnaire being rather long, which caused many interviewees
(especially those with many co-inventors) to decline answering all the questions.

time of submitting the questionnaire) students (63 per cent), and 754

a much lower percentage of industrial researchers (46 per cent). 755

From Table 7b, we note that significant differences also exist across 756

disciplines: academic inventors in Biology and Electronics & Tele- 757

coms are much more likely than those from other disciplines to 758

entertain future research relationships and/or to keep in touch 759

with their co-inventors; the difference holds across all types of 760

co-inventors. The only notable exception to this pattern is found 761

in Pharma, where academic inventors report lower scores than 762

those from Biology and Electronics & Telecoms when it comes to 763

future research cooperation with academic colleagues, but higher 764

scores for future contacts. We do not have a ready interpreta- 765

tion for these results: the number of valid answers upon which 766

they are based suggests they may depend on the personality of 767

respondents across disciplines, rather than discipline-specific fac- 768

tors. 769

A research question of immediate interest is the following: are 770

academic inventors with high brokerage scores any better, or just 771

more interested, at keeping in touch with their co-inventors? A 772

positive answer would suggest that academic inventors may be 773

pursuing any of the various brokerage positions in order to man- 774

age actively and take advantage of them, or at least that they take 775

advantage of it once they reach it. The type of advantage differs 776

with the contents of the relationship, whether this implies some 777

joint research or just access to information (which in turn may be 778

Table 7b
After-patent research cooperation and contacts, by discipline and affiliation group
of the co-inventor (% of co-inventors).

Chemistry Pharmaceuticals Biology Electronics &
Telecom

Research cooperationa

Academic 31% (48) 25% (51) 71% (24) 77% (26)
Industrial 11% (53) 4% (55) 62% (21) 57% (35)
Student 29% (7) 0% (10) 100% (3) 50% (4)

Contacts and info. exchangesa

Academic 55% (42) 96% (49) 88% (24) 81% (26)
Industrial 27% (49) 29% (55) 86% (21) 74% (35)
Student 57% (7) 60% (10) 100% (3) 50% (4)

a No. of valid answers in parentheses.
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Table 8a
After-patent research cooperation; logit regressions over brokerage scores and co-inventors’ characteristics (standard errors in parentheses).

All co-inventors
(1)

All co-inventors
(2)

Academic
co-inventors only
(3)

Industrial
co-inventors only
(4)

Productivity 0.07
(0.06)

0.02
(0.07)

−0.02
(0.09)

−0.25
(0.18)

No. of patents −0.31***
(0.10)

−0.44***
(0.13)

−0.62***
(0.19)

−0.07
(0.06)

(No. of patents)2 0.01**
(0.00)

0.01**
(0.00)

0.01**
(0.01)

–

Age 0.01
(0.02)

−0.01
(0.03)

−0.01
(0.04)

−0.01
(0.05)

Associate Prof. −0.80
(0.52)

−1.39**
(0.61)

−1.94**
(0.81)

−0.63
(1.19)

Assistant Prof. −0.80
(0.63)

−1.38*
(0.71)

−2.56**
(1.05)

−0.77
(1.24)

Chemistry −1.86
(0.44)

−2.41***
(0.54)

−1.53**
(0.65)

−5.40***
(1.68)

Electronics & Telecom 1.10*
(0.57)

0.73
(0.70)

1.68*
(0.98)

−2.35
(1.67)

Pharma −2.24***
(0.48)

−3.09***
(0.64)

−2.24***
(0.80)

−6.46***
(1.84)

Broker – −0.03
(0.02)

−0.05*
(0.03)

−0.12**
(0.05)

Gatekeeper – 0.06**
(0.03)

0.09**
(0.04)

0.14**
(0.07)

Coordinator – −0.13**
(0.06)

−0.13*
(0.07)

−0.37**
(0.15)

Industrial −1.25***
(0.32)

−1.31***
(0.35)

– –

Student −0.73
(0.58)

−0.90
(0.58)

– –

Constant 1.62
(1.66)

4.46**
(2.08)

4.54
(2.97)

5.63
(4.07)

Obs 337 337 149 164
log L −152.0 −147.6 −72.9 −56.8
LR chi2 125.87*** 134.68*** 58.41*** 70.82***
Psuedo R2 0.29 0.31 0.29 0.38

useful to access resources such as data, references, useful contacts779

or sources of funding).780

Table 8a reports the results of a logit regression, where the781

dependent variable is the probability that a pair (academic inven-782

tor, co-inventor) have further cooperated or plan to cooperate on783

research of some kind, according to the academic inventor’s answer784

to our questionnaire. Specification (1) includes as regressors the785

academic inventor’s scientific productivity, number of patents, and786

age (quadratic terms are inserted if significant), as well as dummies787

for the academic inventor’s rank and disciplinary affiliation (full788

professor and biology as reference cases, respectively) and for the789

co-inventor type (industrial researcher or student, with academics790

as the reference case).791

Specification (2) adds to the model the academic inventor’s bro-792

kerage, gatekeeping and coordination scores (liaison scores cannot793

be included, due to multicollinearity problems). Specifications (3)794

and (4) estimate separate models for academic and industrial co-795

inventors. No separate model can be estimated for relationships796

with students, due to the small number of the latter.19
797

In all specifications except (4) the number of patents signed798

by the academic inventor negatively and significantly affects the799

probability of the latter collaborating further on research with the800

co-inventor; the quadratic term is not robust to the exclusion of801

outliers, while the linear term holds always as significant. On the802

contrary, the academic inventor’s age and scientific productivity do803

19 Testing for interaction between the type of co-inventor and the other regressors
through separate regressions for each type was preferred for introducing interac-
tions directly into general specifications such as (1) and (2), because of the difficulties
of interpreting marginal effects in logit regressions with many interaction terms.

not appear to be relevant. Obvious explanations for this result are 804

that academic inventors with many patents face increasing oppor- 805

tunity costs for maintaining strong ties with all co-inventors than 806

with their colleagues with fewer patents. 807

The academic inventor’s rank affects the probability of research 808

cooperation, with associate and assistant professors less likely 809

than full professor to further cooperate with co-inventors, espe- 810

cially academic ones. The coefficients for the relevant dummies are 811

always negative; they are also significant in specifications (2) and 812

(3), the latter being specific for relationships with academics, but 813

not in specifications (1) and (4), the latter being specific for relation- 814

ships with co-inventors from industry. This suggests that academic 815

rank affects relationships with colleagues, but not with industrial 816

researchers. 817

Regarding the latter, both specifications (1) and (2) suggest that 818

academic inventors are less likely to maintain research links with 819

them, as opposed to academics and students (the coefficient for 820

students is negative but not significant). This result holds regardless 821

of the academic inventor’s rank and number of patents. 822

Specifications from (2) to (4) indicate consistently that high bro- 823

kerage and coordination scores negatively affect the probability of 824

further research cooperation with both academic and industrial co- 825

inventors; on the contrary, higher gatekeeping scores increase such 826

a probability. This is tantamount to saying that academic inventors 827

who are central in one of the two groups of co-inventors (bro- 828

kers being in between industrial researchers, coordinators being 829

in between other academics), but do not stand in between the 830

groups (as gatekeepers do), entertain weaker relationships with 831

their co-inventors. One ready explanation for the different result 832

on brokerage vs. gatekeeping scores is that pure brokers (aca- 833

demic inventors with a high brokerage score and a low gatekeeping 834
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Table 8b
After-patent contacts and information exchanges; logit regressions over brokerage scores and co-inventors’ characteristics (standard errors in parentheses).

All co-inventors
(1)

All co-inventors
(2)

Academic
co-inventors only
(3)

Industrial
co-inventors only
(4)

Productivity 0.31***
(0.08)

0.23**
(0.09)

0.47*
(0.26)

0.16
(0.12)

No. of patents −0.01
(0.02)

0.00
(0.04)

−0.17**
(0.09)

0.48**
(0.20)

(No. of patents)2 – – – −0.01**
(0.01)

Age 0.04
(0.02)

0.02
(0.03)

0.09
(0.07)

0.04
(0.04)

Associate Prof. 1.02*
(0.53)

0.38
(0.58)

−0.72
(0.99)

2.13**
(0.97)

Assistant Prof. 0.34
(0.58)

−0.57
(0.66)

−1.06
(1.13)

0.24
(1.00)

Chemistry −1.93***
(0.54)

−3.18***
(0.73)

−1.25
(0.81)

−6.14***
(1.71)

Electronics & Telecom 0.62
(0.67)

−1.01
(0.87)

1.30
(1.15)

−3.81***
(1.69)

Pharma −0.86
(0.53)

−2.38***
(0.77)

1.88
(1.25)

−6.15***
(1.68)

Broker – −0.07***
(0.02)

−0.04
(0.04)

−0.13***
(0.04)

Gatekeeper – 0.08***
(0.03)

0.05
(0.05)

0.15***
(0.05)

Coordinator – −0.22***
(0.06)

−0.15
(0.11)

−0.47***
(0.15)

Industrial −1.76***
(0.31)

−1.91***
(0.33)

– –

Student −1.00*
(0.53)

−1.35**
(0.56)

– –

Constant −0.71
(1.60)

2.34
(2.11)

−2.95
(4.60)

0.65
(3.09)

Obs 325 325 141 160
log L −166.1 −157.6 −44.6 −74.6
LR chi2 100.86*** 117.97*** 54.01*** 71.31***
Psuedo R2 0.2329 0.2724 0.3769 0.3233

score) may in fact be consultants, whose patents stem from several835

short-lived collaborations with industry. On the contrary, gate-836

keepers whose ties with industry arise along those with the rest of837

academia via public-private ventures and consortia, maintain more838

stable relationships with all co-inventors.20 We have a less ready839

explanation for coefficients of the coordinator score, especially for840

relationships with academic co-inventors. We note however that,841

in general, coordination scores are much lower than brokerage and842

gatekeeping scores, which possibly indicates that academic inven-843

tors with high coordination and low gatekeeping scores (that is,844

pure coordinators) have fewer patents, which in turn arise from845

more occasional projects.846

It is important to note, however, that top brokers and top gate-847

keepers tend to coincide, to the extent that almost all academic848

inventors who score very high on one measure do the same for849

the others. With one exception (see Appendix B), trade-offs appear850

therefore to be relevant for academic inventors with lower scores.851

Finally, we note that discipline dummies are very important, in852

the direction already suggested by Table 7. A calculation of marginal853

effects, based upon the coefficients estimated in model (2), suggests854

that such effects are the strongest: a median academic inventor855

from Chemistry or Pharmaceutics has from 50 to 64 per cent less856

probability of maintaining research ties with co-inventors than a857

similar academic inventor from Biology or Electronics & Telecom-858

munications. Marginal effects for assistant and associate professors,859

compared to full professors, are around −22 per cent, which is also860

the marginal effect for co-inventors being industrial ones.861

20 For a summary description of this type of ventures and consortia, see the bio-
graphical notes on top brokers and gatekeepers in Appendix B.

Table 8b reports the results of four regression exercises paral- 862

lel to those in Table 8a, but withreference to looser contacts, such 863

as those for mere information exchanges. Here we note a differ- 864

ent impact for scientific productivity and number of patents. The 865

former has a significant coefficient in all specifications except (4), 866

the latter on the contrary appears significant only in this speci- 867

fication. This suggests that highly productive academic inventors 868

tend to maintain contacts with more co-inventors than less pro- 869

ductive ones, but this holds for academic co-inventors and not for 870

industrial ones. At the same time, having many patents is associated 871

with keeping in touch with many more co-inventors from industry, 872

but not from university (in specification (3) the sign of the coeffi- 873

cient for the number of patents is indeed negative and significant); 874

however, such contacts are not for research, but for more generic 875

exchanges of information.21
876

The effect of academic rank on the probability of maintaining 877

contacts with co-inventors is less marked than in regressions on 878

research cooperation: full professors do not appear to behave dif- 879

ferently from assistant professors, while associate professors seem 880

more likely to maintain contacts than colleagues from both the 881

other ranks, but the effect is significant only in specifications (2) 882

and (4). Effects of disciplines are significant in all models except 883

(3), which suggests they mainly refer to relationships with indus- 884

trial co-inventors (that is, the probability of maintaining contacts 885

with academic co-inventors does not vary across disciplines). 886

21 Specifications (3) and (4) differ for the presence of a quadratic term for the num-
ber of patents, which was inserted only in specification (4) because it was significant
and robust to checking for outliers.
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Coefficients in models (1) and (2) suggest that contacts and887

information exchanges, like research cooperation ties, are main-888

tained with different probabilities according to the type of889

co-inventors. In this case, contacts with both industrial and student890

co-inventors are less likely to be maintained than those with aca-891

demics. Marginal effects, as derived for median academic inventors892

from model (2), appear however not to be great, ranging between893

eight and two per cent.894

The impact of brokerage, gatekeeping, and coordination scores895

differ across types of co-inventors. In specifications (2), which refers896

to all co-inventors, and (4), which refers only to co-inventors from897

industry, all coefficients are significant. They also bear the same898

signs as in Table 8a, that is, the various in-between positions are899

related to the probability of maintaining contacts in the same way900

they are related to the probability of maintaining research ties,901

as long as industrial co-inventors are involved. However, contacts902

with university co-inventors are maintained regardless of the net-903

work position of the academic inventor. Overall, this suggests that904

gatekeepers, as opposed to pure brokers or coordinators, do a better905

job of keeping in touch with industry, while relationships within906

the academy do not depend on the scientist’s position within the907

network of inventors.908

5. Conclusions909

In this paper we have adapted a set of brokerage and gatekeep-910

ing measures proposed by Gould and Fernandez (1989) that may be911

of help in clarifying the relationship between academic inventors912

and their co-inventors, whether from industry or from academic or913

student bodies.914

We find out that strong brokerage positions are very few, and915

they are held by scientists with both a large number of patents,916

a strong publication record, and (in a few instances) an older age.917

We also find that academic inventors’ relationships with their co-918

inventors vary in strength and content, according to the former’s919

position within the network of inventors, and to the latter’s affilia-920

tion. In particular, relationships with co-inventors from industry921

are less likely to be maintained over time than those with co-922

inventors from academia; they are also less likely to go beyond923

contacts for information exchanges and involve further research924

collaborations. Moreover, academic inventors whose network posi-925

tion is similar either to that of a consultant (pure broker between926

otherwise unconnected industrial co-inventors) or an ‘ivory tower’927

scientist (pure coordinator of other academic co-inventors) are less928

likely to maintain any type of relationship other than gatekeep-929

ers (who stand in between industrial and academic co-inventors).930

However, with a few exceptions, top brokers also tend to be top931

gatekeepers, so the results mainly apply to academic inventors with932

high, but not the highest scores.933

These results also suggest that previous findings on the central-934

ity of academics in networks of inventors (as reviewed in Section935

2) have different explanations and implications. Some central posi-936

tions may be explained by academic inventors sitting in between937

homogeneous groups of co-inventors (all of them either from938

industry or academia) while a few others span the boundaries of939

the two realms and, quite interestingly, appear to maintain stronger940

ties with both.941

The joint reading of our quantitative evidence and the top bro-942

kers’ biographical notes in Appendix B suggests that top brokers943

and gatekeepers manage actively their relationships outside uni-944

versity. Some of them, especially those who have signed patents945

only for one or two different assignees, are likely to keep in touch946

mainly for research or research funding purposes. Others, such as947

those academic inventors with many different assignees and/or948

many assignees such as public consortia and the like, may nurture949

their personal links outside universities for more strategic pur- 950

poses. The existing literature on university patenting has focused 951

almost exclusively on academic inventors’ monetary incentives 952

(Lach and Shankerman, 2003; see also Stern, 2004, for a more 953

general treatment). Here we find that the social contacts gained 954

through collaboration with industry may be part of the reward, as 955

they help to boost the academic inventor’s reputation and career 956

both inside and outside the university. 957

Future research will have to test this hypothesis further through 958

the collection of longitudinal data on academic scientists’ careers, 959

and more detailed questionnaire data on the exact contents of the 960

information exchanges between academic inventors and their co- 961

inventors, both during and after their collaboration on the patent. 962

Longitudinal data will help to test whether social contacts with 963

industrial co-inventors do help academic inventors throughout 964

their careers, while refined questionnaire data will also help to 965

build directed graphs, thus allowing more precise applications of 966

the brokerage concepts and scores. 967

A related research line will possibly investigate benefits enjoyed 968

by the students of academic inventors with high brokerage scores. 969

Data from the same database used for this paper have already 970

been exploited to find out whether Masters students, supervised by 971

academic inventors, have easier access to the labour market with 972

positive results (Zinovyeva and Sylos-Labini, 2007). The inclusion 973

of brokerage scores and extending the research to other countries 974

will help in confirming the general validity of this result. 975

Appendix A. 976

See Table A1. 977

Appendix B. A biographical sketch of top brokers and 978

gatekeepers 979

In this Appendix we briefly report some significant biographi- 980

cal information on the top brokers and gatekeepers in our sample, 981

which we retrieved using standard search engines on the World 982

Wide Web, and validated through brief e-mail exchanges with the 983

scientists themselves. 984

Only six academic inventors have a brokerage score higher than 985

10. All of them are senior full professors, born between 1935 and 986

1956. For two of them, M.B. and F.P., who scored respectively 109 987

(top score) and 33, we were unable to find much biographical infor- 988

mation, apart from a short CV listing affiliation (University of Rome, 989

“La Sapienza”, the largest university in Italy, and the University 990

of Modena and Reggio, respectively) and discipline (Pharmaceu- 991

tical Chemistry and Materials Technology, respectively). M.B.’s 15 992

patents belong to six different assignees, one of which is a large 993

public research organization, while the others are medium-sized 994

Italian pharmaceutical companies. Three out of F.P.’s 13 patents 995

are assigned to General Electrics, and all but one of the others to 996

companies within the ENI group. 997

The most junior of the remaining four academic inventors with 998

a high brokerage score is G.P., a professor of Electronics at the Uni- 999

versity of Catania (Sicily), which he represents within Plast Ics, an 1000

academic consortium supported both by the Ministry for Univer- 1001

sity and Research and by STMicroelectronics, an Italian company 1002

with the highest number of academic patents. The consortium lies 1003

at the core of the most important hi-tech district of Southern Italy, 1004

the so-called ‘Etna Valley’, the origin of which dates back to a deci- 1005

sion by STMicroelectronics to locate some of its R&D facilities in 1006

Catania (Santangelo, 2004). G.P.’s patents in our database number 1007

eight; three are for STMicroelectronics, and the remaining ones 1008

for Italtel, once the manufacturing arm of Telecom Italia (when 1009

the latter held the monopoly over Italian telephone services), and 1010
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Table A1
Percentage distribution of all academic inventors in the sample vs. questionnaire
respondents, by year of birth, discipline, and no. of patents.

All academic
inventors

Respondents Respondents
with no.
patents >1

Year of birth
<1941 26.0 18.6 23.0
1942–1949 23.7 23.1 35.1
1950–1958 26.6 30.1 29.7
>1958 23.7 28.2 12.2

100.0 100.0 100.0

Discipline
Pharma 26.3 31.4 31.1
Biology 26.0 26.9 16.2
Chemistry 24.7 23.7 28.4
Electronics & Telecom 23.0 17.9 24.3

100.0 100.0 100.0

No. of patents
1 63.8 65.4 -
2–5 29.6 26.3 75.9
>5 6.6 8.3 24.1

100.0 100.0 100.0

Productivitya

0 0.7 0.5 1.4
(0–1] 21.1 17.3 21.6
(1–2] 33.1 30.8 28.4
(2–5] 38.5 42.2 33.8
>5 6.7 9.2 14.9

100.0 100.0 100.0

Productivitya (statistics)
Min 0 0 0
Max 14.68 14.68 14.68
Mean 2.24 2.46 2.72
Median 1.88 2.05 1.98
SD 1.70 1.90 2.50

a No. of publications per year.

now a service company jointly shared by Telecom Italia and Cisco1011

Systems.1012

STMicroelectronics also plays an important role in explaining1013

the high brokerage score of R.Ca., a professor of Electronics at the1014

University of Pavia. All 28 patents in the database signed by R.Ca.1015

belong to STMicroelectronics. In particular, R.Ca. is the founder of1016

Microlab, a joint initiative of his university and STMicroelectronics1017

that also signed contracts with Conexant Systems, Lucent Technolo-1018

gies and National Semiconductors, among others. More recently,1019

R.Ca. played a key role in the decision of Marvell Semiconductor, a1020

US multinational, to open an R&D centre in Pavia, and to locate its1021

Italian headquarters there.1022

P.C., who heads the Pharmacy Department at the University1023

of Parma, has also been the promoter of a university consortium,1024

Tefarco Innova, for the production of innovative pharmaceutical1025

technologies. Before this, P.C. signed a number of patents for several1026

pharmaceutical companies (10 different assignees for 24 patents).1027

Finally, R.Co. is the academic ‘broker’ with the longest experi-1028

ence in foreign universities, first in Cambridge, then in Heidelberg. A1029

molecular biologist, he returned as full professor at his alma mater,1030

the University of Naples, in 1980. In 1990 he also became head1031

of IRBM-Angeletti, a laboratory staffed with over 150 researchers1032

under the control of the pharmaceutical multinational Merck,1033

located in Rome. Most recently (December 2007), he was short-1034

listed for the presidency of CNR (Centro Nazionale delle Ricerche),1035

the largest public research organization in Italy. All of his six patents1036

in our database are assigned to IRBM-Angeletti. He is the founder1037

of an academic spin-off presently hosted within the premises of a 1038

consortium of private and public institutions in Naples. 1039

With the exception of R.Co., all the academic inventors with a 1040

brokerage score over 10 also have a comparable gatekeeper score. 1041

Among those who have a very high gatekeeper score but <10 bro- 1042

ker score, five have a gatekeeper score over 10. The top gatekeeper 1043

scorer in this group is L.N., a chemical engineer from the Univer- 1044

sity of Naples with a long record as promoter of public and joint 1045

public-private research consortia. L.N. ultimately started quite a 1046

remarkable political career, which culminated in his appointment 1047

as Minister for Reform and Innovation in the Public Administra- 1048

tion, from 2006 to 2008. Almost all of his 10 patents have different 1049

assignees, one which is L.N. himself (three are assigned to as 1050

many individual inventors, one to the Ministry of University and 1051

Research, one to the University of Brighton in the UK, and the 1052

remaining to Italian and foreign multinationals). 1053

Another academic ‘gatekeeper’ of some relevance is M.M., who 1054

is currently deputy Rector of the University of Urbino and was until 1055

recently the president of CIB, the Inter-University Consortium for 1056

Biotechnologies, to which 25 Italian universities are affiliated. He is 1057

also the assignee of one of his three patents in the database, along- 1058

side with his co-inventors; the other two belong to the European 1059

Union and to a local company, respectively. 1060

Finally, G.G. also deserves some mention. He is full professor of 1061

Telecommunications at the Tor Vergata University of Rome and a 1062

leading expert in radar technology, having represented Italy at a 1063

number of international organizations involved in air traffic con- 1064

trol, such as ICAO (the International Civil Aviation Organization) 1065

and Eurocontrol (European Organization for the Safety of Air Navi- 1066

gation). Four out of his 11 patents are assigned to his university, all 1067

but one of the others to Selenia, now Selex S.I., a manufacturer of 1068

professional electronic systems and part of the Finmeccanica group. 1069

These short biographical notes suggest that high brokerage and 1070

gatekeeping scores are not necessarily associated with patent- 1071

measured in-between positions across companies, but only to 1072

in-between positions across co-inventors: several of our ‘brokers’ 1073

have patented just for one or two assignees, although they have 1074

worked with many of the assignees’ employees. All brokers and 1075

gatekeepers, however, appear also to have consulted for or coop- 1076

erated with a variety of assignees, from both the business sector 1077

and public research organizations, or public–private consortia. This 1078

suggests that the networks in which our academic brokers and 1079

gatekeepers are involved result from entrepreneurial initiatives 1080

such as setting up a mixed university–industry lab, or a consor- 1081

tium. Initiatives of this kind require extensive negotiations about 1082

resources and exchanges of financial or administrative informa- 1083

tion. The social ties created in this way may be shorter-lived than 1084

those with fellow researchers within academia, the former being 1085

merely instrumental to some practical goals, the latter consisting 1086

of research partnerships between owners of complementary skills 1087

and knowledge assets. This interpretation is consistent with the 1088

results of the econometric exercise in Section 4.2 1089
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